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you can use netsafe wallet for the first transaction to earn cash back. each netsafe wallet has a 'first
pay-off' amount. first time card users have the option of setting their first pay-off amount. (first pay-

off range: 2 to $5000). for a detailed description of netsafe wallet, please visit
https://wallet.netsafe.com netsafe merchant sites will give notification that they have received your

transaction and will give you the 3-digit cvv2 code. brick-and-mortar merchants may need to be
more proactive about protecting themselves, but you should not assume that your cashier can keep
a log of your purchases. a chain of mail-order businesses may also need to know whether the cvv2
has been compromised. as pointed out by a reader, if a merchant chain is in on the ongoing store
skimming and is allowed to have access to the cvv2 data, then they have a fairly good idea of the
sum stolen. even if merchants are not in on the skimming, they may be motivated to have good
security by the threat of legal action. the card network has been known to go after merchants in

ways that are difficult to defend against. when you send transactions using your mobile phone, you
are sending the credit card number using two-factor authorization, in which you are asked for a
second number for verification. it is helpful to notify your bank that you are sending transactions

from your mobile device to help deter fraud. this allows the bank to identify you automatically when
you transact on your mobile phone. your phone is more vulnerable to a skimmer than your

computer, so make sure that you are vigilant about what apps you install and that your phone is
secure in general. once in your phone, it will be easier for a fraudster to sift through your phone's

files and record the numbers. as with a skimmer on your credit card machine, make sure you do not
leave your phone unattended while using public computers and wi-fi networks and that you back up

the phone periodically.
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to prevent further misuse of the card, the payment gateway or your card association (visa,
mastercard etc.) notifies you about the block, through email, sms, automatic notices on your bank

account etc. you can report the fraudulent activity as a misuse of card details or by filing a complaint
with the financial institution or its card association. for misuse of card details, you can contact your
card issuer, or you can give the details of the fraudulent transaction to the authorities. this number
can be obtained by calling the merchant site at 844-410-1050 and they can provide you the 3 digit

code. verification of the personal card number and correct 3 digit code will enable the netsafe wallet
to work. you can call the merchant for this information, or just type the three digits in the last card

transaction if it was indeed the first/only transaction of yours. there is no need to remember the
number. eligible netsafe wallet users can earn the netsafe card $100 cash back, and one can only

avail the cash back reward after the first billing cycle of the wallet account. this would mean that the
cash would be credited within a few weeks of the netsafe wallet being activated and the netsafe card

being swiped. each netsafe wallet comes with a netsafe personal identification number, wallet id,
and a mobile number. each netsafe card or wallet comes with a personal identification number,

wallet id, and a mobile number. in addition to it, the wallet comes with a pin. at any merchant site,
the netsafe wallet can be used to make an online purchase. on this site, the pin entered and

activated on the netsafe wallet will be required. the netsafe wallet pin is displayed on the merchant
site. 5ec8ef588b
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